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Chairperson’s
message

The past three decades sawa flurry of elections in Asia. Most of these elections were relatively
competitive and with much improved quality - Nepal, Bangladesh, Thailand, South Korea,
Sri Lanka and others. These elections were significant not only for therole they played in the
democrtization process of the region but also as vehicles for peaceful and timely change in
government power as what happened in Indonesia, Bangladesh, Taiwan.
In some cases, elections served as means to peaceful resolution of armed conflicts as witnessed
in Banda Aceh when the GAM participated in the 2005 election as well as in Nepal when the
Maoists laid down their arms to join the political process thereby ending years of conflict.
The spread of elections has inspired civic-minded citizens to play an active role in ensuing
that elections are meaningful. Thus begun the birth of Election Monitoring Organizations
(EMOs) in most parts of the region initiated by NAMFREL in Philippines, Pollwatch in
Thailand, KIPP in Indonesia, COMFREL in Cambodia, PAFFREL and MFFE in Sri Lanka,
NEOC in Nepal and many others.
The need to harness the dynamism of the various election monitoring organizations or EMOs
led to the formation of a regional monitoring group to reinforce local initiatives. Thus, the
Asian Network for Free Elections (ANFREL- based in Bangkok, Thailand) was organized
with 16 countries as members in 1997. Since then, ANFREL has observed more than 30
crucial elections/referendums in more than 15 countries for the last 12 years.
Apart from monitoring elections, ANFREL has been engaged in training local observer
groups, embarked on research work such a comparative study on the various election laws
of the region, promoting good governance and human rights, all aimed at promoting regional
solidarity among members.
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Through the years, The EMOs have greatly contributed to democracy building in a number
of ways:
1. They have helped improve the quality and transparency of the electoral process.
At the end of each observation mission, EMOs make recommendations on possible areas
for improvements based on what they have observed - such as the need for more impartial
and independent electoral bodies, revisions in the election law to provide for a better
‘playing field’, improved system of voter registration, access to government owned media,
etc. Too often the electoral bodies and in some cases even the legislature are receptive to
such recommendations.
2. As a result of more transparent elections, greater confidence is developed and translates
itself to bigger voter turn-outs as witnessed in most Asian countries. Similarly, confidence
of the political contestants is enhanced which brings about greater participation knowing
that they have an even fighting chance.
3. The emergence of EMOs has inspired citizens to be involved in a variety of non-partisan
activities that increase citizen participation in public affairs. This can include review of
election laws, voter education, or even engaging in post election activities that promote
for good governance such as “Judiciary Watch”, monitoring of government projects to
minimize if not eliminate corruption, etc.
4. EMOs helped raise the level of awareness on the importance of elections through
voter education. This is a very important task that will guide voters to make informed and
enlightened choices and which cannot be left alone to the election bodies that often lack
the time, personnel or resources to carry out. The EMOs fill the void”.
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Executive
Director’s
Message
The year 2009 can be said to be a successful year for ANFREL. The year, gave us in the Secretariat a
chance to reflect on our activities, mission, vision and a potential for growth and expansion. Our introspective
reflection allowed us to move to a clear vision aiming mutual collaboration with other regional players and
also facilitated us to engage our board of directors, member organizations and staff more effectively.
It is a turning moment of our work which was focused on the work of election observation missions.
Twelve years in keeping, we returned to the countries in Asia under the cycle of each election, we were
able to share a lot of experiences from working with local people, collect information and perceive what
they expected and wanted as a democratic people from their respective country.
Activities from our initial years and through the last 12 years taught us a lot, it also pushed us to be an
electoral experts. It helped ANFREL to become confident in giving trainings for observers and civil society
representatives. Our field experiences lead us to establish within the Secretariat Capacity Building Division
during the middle of the year and towards the end of 2009 establishing Advocacy & Campaigns Division
and acknowledging the need for setting up IT & Communications Division for further strengthening
ANFREL Secretariat and its activities.
As the year 2009 is reflected, it can be concluded that democracy can be an identity for Asian people if
majority (not all) translate their will to be their action. There is still need for further efforts in spreading
knowledge and awareness to other layers of society especially in developing countries in the Asian region.
We applause our members who worked hard to bring success and to establish a culture of democracy,
cleaner election and reform independent bodies etc. Awareness activities have lead to people talking about
electoral justices in proactive manner, many do not participate on only Election Day but they keep
monitoring the key actors in politics and convince the parliament to amendment the laws.
However, free and fair election is still a crucial instrument for social change which need our governments,
stakeholders as well as international observers to not only spend time on talking on their own countries but
it is a time for them to take mutual action in order to move forward to standardize the Asian politic and
make democracy more available, credible and visible.
This report is also dedicate to Mr. Kingsley Rodrigo, our former Secretary General and one of founders of
Asian Network for Free and Fair Elections, who passed away in 2009.
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About
ANFREL

Brief history
Formed in November 1997, the Asian Network for Free Elections (ANFREL) has established
itself as the preeminent NGO in Asia working on elections. ANFREL’s main focus is in
observing pre- and post-electoral processes, and developing and training civil society groups
that are actively working on democratization in their home countries. We also undertake
specific research projects and advocate on good governance issues in Asia.
Since its formation, ANFREL has operated in more than 30 elections in 15 countries across
Asia, from Timor-Leste to Japan to Afghanistan.
ANFREL draws its observers from a network of partner civil society organizations’ in Asia,
listed below. Our long-term aim is to build expertise on elections and governance in the
region, entrenching a culture of democracy that is seen as locally developed rather than
externally imposed. Through observing election administration internationally, our observers
have developed a strong understand of international best practice – knowledge that can then
be applied in their respective home countries.
Who constitute ANFREL?
ANFREL’s constituents are Asian individuals, organizations and institutions who are
advocates of free, honest and clean elections. Through ANFREL they hereby affirm and
commit them to defend and uphold the universal and equal right of suffrage of all people.
The Commitment
The members commit to work for the recognition and realization of the right of all people to
take part in the government of his or her country, or through freely chosen representatives.
“We shall promote and protect the right of all people to equal access to public service in his
or her country.”
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Our Nature
ANFREL shall be an international, multi-sectoral, independent and non-political alliance of
organizations and institutions, which subscribe to the declaration of principles, objectives
and mandate of ANFREL.
Our Support
ANFREL shall exert all efforts so that the will of the people shall be the basis of the
authority of government; this will to be expressed in periodic and genuine elections, which
shall be by universal and equal suffrage and shall be held by secret vote or by equivalent
voting procedures.
Our Objectives’
We support initiatives towards democratization in the Asian Region and support
participating members’ initiatives on:
a. Election monitoring of the entire electoral cycle;
b. Training on election monitoring, voters’ education and other
election-related processes;
c. Development of training manuals;
d. Research on election laws, electoral reforms and other
election-related issues;
e. Information dissemination and publication of materials related to
election and democratic processes;
f. Creation of an environment conducive to a democratic election
in the spirit of international solidarity.
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Board of
Directors

• FOUNDING MEMBER & AMBASSADOR EMERITUS
General Saiyud Kerdphol (Retd.),
People’s Network for Free Elections,Thailand
• CHAIRPERSON
Mr. Damaso G. Magbual, NAMFREL, Philippines
• VICE-CHAIRPERSON
Mr. Koul Panha, COMFREL, Cambodia
• SECRETARY GENERAL
Mr. Koul Panha, COMFREL, Cambodia (Interim)
• TREASURER
Mr. Sakool Zuesongdham, Open Forum for Democracy Foundation /
(PollWatch) Thailand
OTHER BOARD MEMBERS
• NEOC, Nepal
• ODHIKAR, Bangladesh
• KIPP, Indonesia
• INTERBAND, Japan
FOUNDATION ADVISORS
• Dr. Withaya Sujaritthanarak, Thailand
• Dr. Laddawan Tantvitayaphitak, Thailand
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Secretariat
Staff
Mr. Sanjay V. Gathia - Secretariat Advisor
He has been associated with ANFREL as an observer since 2001. Since 2005,
as Advisor to ANFREL Secretariat, he has been facilitating the Secretariat in
developing its activities and finding core-funds in tandem with its long term mission
and vision for its ongoing activties for 2010 and beyond.

Mr. Ichal Supriadi - Election Observation Missions
He has been with ANFREL Secretariat since 2005 and has been
organizing Secretariat lead election observation missions, fund raising
for the missions, planning and strategy for the EOM management.

			
			
			
			
			
			
			

Mr. Bidhayak Das - Capacity Building Activities
He has been associated since 2006, with ANFREL
as an observer, since 2009 he has been involved in
organizing Secretariat lead capacity building activities
targeted at member organizations, network partners and
civil society groups. Developing manuals and other resource
materials for use in trainings/workshops
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Mr. Pongsak Chanon - Logistics & Technical Trainer
He has been with ANFREL Secretariat since 2002 as an Administrative
Officer and has gradually moved into Logistic Management of Election
Missions facilitating the missions’ team to organise and execute the
various activities of observer management, deployment and other
logistical challenges along with security management of the observers
on the ground.

Mr. Chatchawan Rakchat - Information Technology
He has been with ANFREL Secretariat since 2003 and has
been contributing to the website management and other IT
related activities. He has since then developed expertise in
doing documentary of the missions’ activities.

Ms. Sirirak Preedametawong - Finance and Accounting
Has been with the Secretariat since 2005, and has been looking after
the finance and accounting matters since then. She has also participated
in election observation missions and assisted the team in handling
administrative affairs while on the mission.
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Member
organizations
Afghanistan
Bangladesh
Cambodia
India
Indonesia
Japan
Malaysia
Mongolia
Nepal
Pakistan
Philippines
South Korea
Sri Lanka
Thailand
Timor-Leste

Free and Fair Election Foundation of Afghanistan (FEFA)
ODHIKAR The Fair Election Monitoring Alliance (FEMA)
Committee for Free and Fair Election (COMFREL)
Neutral & Impartial Committee for Free & Fair Elections in Cambodia
(NICFEC)
Programme for Comparative Democracy (LOKNITI)
Komite Independen Pemantau Penilu (KIPP)
The People’s Voter Education Network ( JPPR)
InterBand (IB)
The National Institute for Electoral Integrity (NIEI)
Women for Social Progress (WSP)
National Election Observation Committee (NEOC)
National Election Monitoring Alliance (NEMA)
The Free and Fair Election Network (FAFEN)
National Citizen Movement for Free Elections (NAMFREL-NCR)
Institute for Political and Electoral Reform (IPER)
The Parish Pastoral Council for Responsible Voting (PPCRV)
People Solidarity for Participatory Democracy (PSPD)
People Action for Free and Fair Elections (PAFFREL)
Open Forum for Democracy Foundation
(Poll Watch Foundation-Thailand)
Women Caucus for Politic
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Forthcoming
& Previous
Missions
Country
Elections
Forthcoming missions
Sri Lanka
Presidential Elections
Sri Lanka
Parliamentary Elections
Burma
General elections
Afghanistan
Parliamentary Elections
Philippines
General elections
Thailand
General elections
Nepal
Parliamentary Elections
East Timor
Local Elections
Previous missions
Afghanistan
Post election Assessment
Afghanistan
Indonesia
Indonesia
Bangladesh
Malaysia
Philippines
Cambodia

Presidential and
Provincial Council
Presidential election
Parliamentary

Date

Donors / partners

January 2010
April 2010
October 2010
May 2010
May 2010
2010
2010
2010

Confirmed
Not Confirmed
No Mission
Confirmed
Confirmed
Not Confirmed
Not Confirmed
Not Confirmed

Nov 2009

AUSAID through
TAF Afghanistan
AUSAID through
TAF Afghanistan
British Embassy in Indonesia
TFD- Taiwan Foundation for Democracy.
Rights and Democracy of Canadian
British Embassy in Indonesia
British High Commission in Bangladesh
TAF Malaysia

August 2009
July 2009
April 2009

Parliamentary
December 2008
By Election in Permatang August 26, 2008
Pauh, Penang
ARMM Regional Election August 11, 2008
Parliamentary
July 27, 2008

CIDA Canadian – TAF Philippines
Taiwan Foundation for Democracy (TFD)
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Nepal
Thailand
East Timor
East Timor
Aceh
Thailand
Afghanistan
Taiwan
Indonesia
Cambodia

Constituent Assembly
Parliamentary
Parliamentary

November 2007
December 2007
May 2007

Presidential Elections
April 2007
Local Election to select a December 2006
governor and 19 Major/head
of regency
Parliamentary
February 2005
Parliamentary
2005
(Wolesi -Jirga and
Provincial Council)
Legislative Election
December 2004
Presidential + Legislative
2004
General elections
July 2003

Pakistan

Parliamentary Elections

October 2002

Cambodia

Commune council elections

February 2002

Bangladesh
East Timor

Parliamentary
Constituent Assembly

October 2001
August 2001

DFID UK / The Asia Foundation
AUSAID
Taiwan Foundation for Democracy (TFD)
WFDA and APSOC (partner)
SEARCH Canadian
KIOS
Norwegian Government
USAID / The Asia Foundation
Taiwan Foundation for Democracy (TFD)
Rights & Democracy, KIOS
Norwegian Government,
National Endowment for Democracy (NED)
National Endowment for Democracy (NED),
International Center for Human Rights
and Democratic Development (ICHRDD)
The Asia Foundation, Southeast Asia Fund for
Institutional and Legal Development
(SEAFILD), Norwegian Government,
Swedish Government
The Asia Foundation, Norwegian Government
Norwegian Government,
International Center for Human Rights
and Democratic Development (ICHRDD)
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Thailand

House of Representatives

Malaysia

General elections

East Timor
Indonesia

Constitutional referendum
General elections

Cambodia

National elections

January 2001

The Asia Foundation, Southeast Asia Fund for
Institutional and Legal Development (SEAFILD), Open Society Institute
November 1999
Southeast Asia Fund for Institutional and
Legal Development (SEAFILD)
September 1999
Portuguese Government
June 1999
Southeast Asia Fund for Institutional and
Legal Development (SEAFILD),
Trocaire, International Center for
Human Rights and Democratic Development
(ICHRDD), Terre des Hommes,
The Asia Foundation
August 1998 The Asia Foundation, NOVIB, Southeast Asia
Fund for Institutional and Legal Development
(SEAFILD), FINNIDA, Canadian Human
Rights Foundation,
Friedrich Naumann Stiftung
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SECRETARIAT
ACTIVITIES

During the first quarter of 2009 activities were
focused on lobbying work and in following up
the development in Philippines, Bangladesh and
Thailand. We were able to write and publish two
books for worldwide distribution - Bangladesh and
Afghanistan Election Reports.

for civil society’s capacity building and 2010 electoral transparency. As part of the Secretariats strategic
partnership, capacity building activities will be done
by ANFREL directly and with cooperation with other
international organizations i.e. IDEA, UNDP, TAF,
NDI, IRI and EU-NEEDS tentatively.

As part of our Advocacy activity, the Secretariat
was able to successfully produce “Vision of a
Blueprint for ASEAN Democracy, Free and Fair
Elections” submitted to ASEAN head quarter in
Jakarta.

The freedom of movement, freedom to chose and the
right to vote for the stateless, people, IDPs, Migrants
and Return Refugees is a matter of concern for
ANFREL Secretariat. E.g. The Rohingya boat people
and the root cause of undemocratic governance and
a racist policy setup in Burma by the present undemocratic government. The Secretariat was engaged
in several meetings on the issue due to its links with
other organisations working on the issue of forced
migration and was also able to effectively raise c
oncerns regarding the civic rights of the Rohingyas.
As part of Advocacy & Campaigns activities, the
Secretariat plans to constructively raise issues of
people belonging to such categories in the Asian region and advocate for their voting rights.

Activities at the second and third quarters of the
year were on election observation mission in Indonesia (April) and Afghanistan (June). ANFREL
brought representatives / observers from nearly 10
countries to Indonesia to observe the parliamentary elections in April and Presidential election in
July as well as to participate in a workshop organized by NDI in Jakarta. Observing the election
that were held under the administration of a new
team of election commission (KPU), related issues
regarding clean election and voter list needed to
be addressed for reform at national level. Critical
issues and debates were raised by ANFREL about
the finding of irregularities, cheatings and threatening in Aceh, Indonesia.

At the same time, the Secretariat also kept close eyes
on unusual political situation and the so called, “red
and yellow conflicts” in Thailand. ANFREL has been
careful not to be identified as having a biased stand on
the issue and takes a stand for a negotiated political
debate using non-violent methods and a political soluWe were able to organize training for youths/media tion based on the principles of free and fair elections
from of one ASEAN’s country, with the mutual
as per international standards. Such an election held,
goal to strengthen civic education of the masses,
must allow international observers to monitor the
improve democracy from the bottom up and aim
electoral process.

ELECTION OBSERVATION MISSIONS
INDONESIA
The April 9 2009 polls marked another
important chapter in the annals of Indonesia’s
long and undeniably attention-grabbing history.
ANFREL sent 20 observers from 5 countries
to work in 7 post conflict areas. Both local and
international observers were happy to see some
progress from what they demand for legal, technical and practice change from five years ago.
It was the first time to see voters use of a pen to
mark and cast the vote or ‘contreng’, instead of
using nail to punch the ballot paper. Most knew
how to use it and there were less invalid ballot
papers than speculated. Another finding that
could assume significance was that all prisoners
had the right to vote.

In most parts of Aceh it was apparent that the
Partai Aceh (Aceh party or simply PA), which
emerged as a political force from within the
rank and file of the GAM after the latter came
over ground, has been monitored closely. The
Partai Aceh were accused for the using muscle
and power to maintain to win the seats in the
province but they had denied all allegations
about advancing the free Aceh agenda and
has said that it was genuinely working for the
interest of peace in Aceh.
For the post election environment has been
relatively peaceful and fears of any major
unrest have been allayed by the police and
the governing authorities as most of the
objections against election processes have
been confined within legal limits.
This election was an opportunity for the
political parties and people of Indonesia to
move forward together towards a new era of
democracy and development. There were no
major incidents of violence expect for in Aceh
where cases of threats and voter intimidation
were reported. In general, the poll could be
conducted peacefully but several areas are
required to be reviewed. An important
concern which was raised by ANFREL
observers was the issue of voter list, and the
tremendous logistical problems starting from
15
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the registration process to the distribution of
voter invitation letters. Electoral complaints
and allegations of violence or intimidation
must be pursued through the appropriate
legal mechanisms in a timely manner.
Meanwhile, the general impression that
emanated from this election was that while
women were competing in a very open
system, their position continues to be
disadvantaged, owing to several reasons.
Some of these include, lack of popularity,
money power, and voters in most cases
preferring to vote for male candidates. The
growth of a relatively free media and press,
which has been reporting corruption
and scandals involving politicians,
bureaucrats, businessmen, has provided the
much required autonomous free space in the
non-state public domain to grow.
ANFREL members like KIPP, JPPR and
partners like CETRO have played a very
proactive role as agents of political change.
The one decade of democratization has
witnessed a flurry of NGO activity covering
issues such as human rights, gender, women,
environment and other such issues connected
to democracy building. The media and NGOs
have taken a leading role in exposing cases of
corruption and malpractices during elections.
The growth of civil society organisations and

a free media has in many ways ensured that
there are sufficient checks and balances in the
process of building democracy in Indonesia.
But like all late democratizing countries,
Indonesia is still a fledgling democracy which
has its share of problems. For instance the
party system is still fragmented and unable to
produce stable support for the government and
make the government more responsive to the
needs of the people.
AFGHANISTAN
International solidarity activities in Afghanistan has shown that working for democracy,
free and fair election in war zone is possible.
ANFREL was once again been invited by the
Independent Election Commission (IEC) to
deploy our observers to Afghanistan for the
Presidential elections slated to be held on
August 20th, 2009. Three different missions
had been sent to Afghanistan (Pre elections
assessment mission, Elections Observation
mission and Post election assessment mission)
has been made to be a special report which has
been printed in a book format with title “Upholding Democracy through Ballots,” authored
and edited by ANFREL team. The book can
be viewed at: http://www.anfrel.org/
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ANFREL’s team has meeting with
IEC’s Chairman in Kabul

First Assessment Team:
June 23rd till June 29th 2009
A five member team was deployed by
ANFREL from June 23rd to June 29th 2009 to
explore the possibility of observing the election
process. Led by ANFREL Chairperson Damaso
G Magbual, the team met several stakeholders,
including the Independent Election Commission
(IEC) in Kabul. The assessment/exploratory
mission had been facilitated by TAF and FEFA
(local organization and ANFREL member).

impossible owing to various reasons.

Independence and Neutrality of Independent
Election Commission
The Independent Election Commission (IEC)
administers and supervises all processes related
to elections taking into account public opinion
in the execution of its duties. Established under
Article 156 of the 2004 Constitution, the IEC
consists of five commissioners, a chairperson,
and a deputy chairperson. Its decisions are
carried out by the IEC Secretariat, which is
Security is the most important element for our based in Kabul. (See IEC website www.iec.
work in this country. The overall security in the org.af ) The prevailing violence and insecure
country is under the command of the United
situation in the country coupled with the lack
Nations-mandated International Security
of a voter list led to inconsistencies in the voter
Assistance Force (ISAF) which is led by
registration process. As a result of this there
NATO. These security measures have been
have been registration of false voters and
affected to secure the country from the Armed multiple registrations of the same persons with
Opposition Groups (AOG) and the Taliban
different photographs and fictitious addresses.
forces. The NATO led forces continue to
Free and Fair Elections Foundation of A
support the Afghan National Security Forces
fghanistan (FEFA), an NGO in its report on
(ANSF) in counter-insurgency operations and the voter registration drive found that
security related matters.
fraudulent multiple registrations were seen in
40% of registering centers across the country.
USAID has worked on plans to deploy
ANFREL volunteers in the North, Northeast
The ANFREL assessment team met with
and the Central parts of the country that are all Electoral Complaint Commission (ECC) to
coded green. The fact that the very act of
discuss dispute settlement mechanisms.
casting a vote is fraught with danger in many In order to deal with electoral offences,
areas cannot be ignored. Moreover, in some
complaints and challenges, an Electoral
other areas, especially in southern and eastern Complaints Commission (ECC) was
districts casting votes may be functionally
17
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Anfrel seniors interviewing
Kuchi, minority

established under article 52 of the constitution.
The ECC has been mandated to develop and
implement its own procedures for considering
and adjudicating complaints. The decisions of
the ECC in any legal challenge will be treated as
final.
There are 41 candidates representing as many
political parties in the presidential election.
Three of the 44 candidates who had registered
with the IEC were disqualified.
While the abundance of political parties, (there
are nearly 100 parties) could indicate a move
towards an emerging political space, the willingness to engage women in electoral conversations is also very encouraging, especially for a
country which is struggling to sow the seeds of
democracy.
An interesting feature that deserves special mention is that many political parties appear in sync
with the idea of finding a suitable alternative to
the SNTV (Single Non-Transferable Vote) system as it has not allowed the growth of political
parties and instead focused more on candidates.
Political parties were toying with the idea of a
more “political party friendly’ system like the
Proportional Representative system which ANFREL had listed in its recommendations after
the last election in 2005.

Civil Society
The civil society groups that ANFREL met
were involved in the election process in one
way or the other. While some like the
Afghan Civil Society Forum (ACSF) have
been primarily engaged in capacity building
and advocacy on democracy, Constitution,
women’s rights and civil rights as well as
voter education (as part of bigger civic
education project), others like the Afghan
Women’s Network (AWN) have been
campaigning hard to ensure that political
parties provide women’s issues sufficient
space in their manifestoes besides giving
them positions of power by incorporating
them in the cabinet, if elected. Organisations like the ACSF have organised debates
between members of political parties and
candidates in the premises of their office
compound. Another important civil society
group FEFA which is ANFREL’s member
has grown into an important local election
monitoring and observation group. The
FEFA had conducted observer training and
building awareness of free and fair elections in Afghanistan. In this election a total
of 8000 domestic observers were deployed
by FEFA across all the electoral districts of
Afghanistan.

18
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Afghan prisoner voted
inside prison on Election Day

Election Observation in War Zone
ANFREL decided to send 63 observers (include
20 LTOs) to observe Afghanistan’s 2009 Presidential and Provincial council elections from
July 22nd to August 25, 2009. It was the third
election observation mission in the country.
The returning of Taliban has caused Afghan political situation turn into war again. The question has risen whether we want to end international intervention or we want the country back
to be controlled by Taliban. We found that
majority of Afghan people still want to have
foreigners to be there and they were welcome
observers from ANFREL.

ties.
The Head of Mission was Mr. Damaso Magbual, the ANFREL Foundation’s Chairman
and one of the leaders of the National Citizens Movement for Free Elections (NAMFREL) in the Philippines. Other senior observers include: Mr. Surya Prasad, a former
chief Nepal Elections Commission in Nepal
from 1984-1992; Prof. Yamada from University Waseda, Japan; Mr. Yunus Bin Lebai
Ali, a Malaysian prominent activist and a
chairperson for NIEI.

Observers were drawn from 15 different countries and 30 different organizations, predominantly Asian NGOs working on election and
human rights issues. ANFREL is committed to
gender equity and the mission includes an equal
number of women and men. Additionally, the
observer team contains many Muslims because
we recognize Afghanistan’s cultural sensitivi-

The Press statement and recommendations
were released at the Press Conference which
was held at Serena Hotel Kabul on August
23rd 2009. Beside media representatives of
different embassies, UNDP (Elect) officials
and representatives of other international,
NGOs and domestic groups attended the
Press Conference. In all about 40 Media

Executive Director (ED) and female observer
from Indonesia had also given two trainThe mission’s objective was to strengthen
ings and shared ANFREL experiences from
Afghanistan’s fragile democracy that was
Afghanistan 2004-2005 as well as exchange
established by the successful 2004 and 2005
their knowledge of democracy advocacy
elections in the country. Independent civil so- from other countries to local people at Kabul
ciety groups within Asia have once again come University. The ED gave training to Women
together to show solidarity with the people of groups of local organization/member so
Afghanistan by way of observing the 2nd Presi- called, Free and Fair Election of Afghanistan
dential and Provincial elections.
(FEFA), at their head office in Kabul.
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representatives were from local, regional and ments of the entire process in Afghanistan in
international media covered ANFREL post elec- future elections. Afghanistan is in need of urgent
tion Press Conference.
electoral reforms, starting from management to
legal framework reforms and security stabilization
The press statement was successfully arranged before the upcoming 2010 Parliamentary elections.
with interest audiences and journalists, at least The 15 day assessment was successfully conducted
10 TV stations, 7 print media and radio broad- and the team came up with recommendations that
casting from local and international attended. can be accessed at:
ANFREL stressed it finding base on deployed http://www.anfrel.org
areas and not as conclusion from overall Afghanistan.
CAPACITY BUILDING
Post Election Wrap Up
EU-NEEDS Training (Mid-July 2009)
A team of 10 experts were re-deployed for post The Network for Enhanced Electoral and Demoelections in Afghanistan to observe the run-off cratic Support (NEEDS) is a project funded by the
elections between two candidates; Dr. Abdullah European Commission, to enhance the quality and
Abdullah and the incumbent President Hamid capacity of Election Observation Missions and
Karzai, following a dramatic tally process
support domestic observer organizations which
which was marred by large-scale allegations of were drawn from ANFREL’s member and network
frauds. However, the political scenario changed across Asia. By providing guidelines and training
when Mr. Abdullah Abdullah pulled-out from opportunities for observers.
the contest, leaving a single candidate in the
fray. The situation left the Independent Election The NEEDS project is run by a consortium of orCommission (IEC) of Afghanistan with no
ganizations with expertise in the field of elections,
option but to declare Mr. Karzai as the
good governance, public information, domestic
re-elected President of the country. The cancel- observation, security and logistics. The lead orgalation of the run-off elections prompted the AN- nization is the International Institute for DemocraFREL mission to change into a “post elections cy and Electoral Assistance (International IDEA),
assessment” activity.
joined in the consortium by the International Organization for Migration (IOM), EISA-Promoting
The aim of the mission was to undertake a clear Credible Elections and Democratic Governance
and objective assessment of the election process in Africa (EISA), the Inter-American Institute of
and suggest recommendations for improveHuman Rights through its Centre for Electoral
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Capacity Building for Lawyers
ANFREL organized training for Burmese lawyers
in December, 2009. It was held at ANFREL office. The training began with Democracy through
A collaboration has tremendously tailored with Universal Declaration on HR, Burmese ConstituNEEDS team through debut training that
tion (Legal framework), learning Thai election
successfully held and took place in Bangkok,
commission and its laws etc. The module has
Thailand from 14 -17 July, 2009 and attended
added Election Principles: International benchby ANFREL’s network from 10 countries across marks (IPU), meaning of monitoring and observaAsia. The trainers were drawn from ANFREL, tion: Election Cycle (Potential areas of fraud in
CETRO and NEEDS.
election process), methodology for monitoring the
election (elections process) and exercised 5 case
Capacity Building for activists and
studies and analysis. The lawyers from Thailand
social workers
and Burma shared their information and practices
Yet more challenging work for ANFREL is
as well as discussion on how to collect informaabout capacity building for Burmese civil
tion from voters and villagers in difficult situation.
society. ANFREL planned to train 200 social
There were brainstorming on how to involve in
workers (from several provinces) for 2009.
election 2010.
We have divided the trainings up to be among
10 groups at different times and different
Training for Media (3-4th December 2009)
places. The first training was done on a full
Secretariat team gave two-day training to media
scale for 20 people for 4 days. The effective
reporters for Burmeses in Chieng Mai province.
methodology that we used in the training was
The training was useful and helpful for them, to
modified from our own experiences to suit the
make them familiar with the process of elections,
Burmese situation. We received good feedback electoral principles and comparative studies based
on the roll playing, presentations, lessons
on international standard. The training could build
learned from other countries, experience learn
up confidence to assist the reporters immensely in
from referendum 2008 etc. ANFREL’s
understanding the election process as well as how
long-term goal is to improve democracy using
to bring up crucial issues related to 2010 election.
both bottom up and top down approaches.
The trainees got some strong effective advocacy
tools or indicators from our presentation and
explanations about the Burmese regime and the
Constitution. They aware about electoral irregularPromotion and Assistance (IIDH CAPEL) and
Internews Europe. http://www.needsproject.eu/
Who.html
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ities, potential areas of fraud in election process as
well as compare the electoral body to independent
election commission of other countries from visual presentations, roll play, games and also learnt
about how to monitor and do electoral reports.

and the publication (500 copies) in English - Thai
were distributed at the forum to both local and international participants and media, many copies of
blueprint were distributed and used for campaign
at the Asian People Forum (APF) in Thailand at
the same month (18th-20th October 2009).
The workshop also gave us good critical insight At the same time, ANFREL hold an exhibition
into the needs of the groups and what are the
which done by secretariat team at the same site.
missing gaps in the groups own understanding of The exhibition was highlighted on calling
free and fair elections. ANFREL proposes to hold “ASEAN 10 countries to establish Independent
approximately six more similar workshops, with Election Commission” and call for “ASEAN’s
20-25 participants in each group, during the next Countries must be Free from Vote Buying”.
six months (starting January 2010) at various
locations.
Meanwhile, Executive Director of ANFREL was
invited to take part in selecting committee to
ADVOCACY & CAMPAIGNS
select Representative of Thailand to the ASEAN
Inter-Governmental Commission on Human Rights
Association for South-east Asian Nations
(AICHR) at the office of Ministry of Foreign
(ASEAN)
Affair, Thailand.
ANFREL and its member (KIPP) had visited Mr.
Surin Pitsuwan, Secretary General – ASEAN, at The same campaign for full democracy should be
the ASEAN Secretariat office in Jakarta to discuss done to the countries of the South Asian Associaabout how to create a principle of good govertion for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) in the
nance, free and fair election in the 10 ASEAN
future.
countries. Prior to the ASEAN Summit Meeting
on 23-25th October in Cha-am, ANFREL joined Voting Rights of Internally Displaced
more than 1000 Asian representatives from Asian Persons or IDPs
civil society call for ASEAN and it member States The upcoming elections in Sri Lanka, Philippines,
to respect human rights/democracy and ensure
Myanmar, Timor-Leste and Afghanistan are pregood development on it social, cultural, political, senting a challenge to the international community
economic and environment etc.
and the governments to ensure that the thousands
The team has translated the ASEAN blueprint on of displaced people’s voting rights and the right to
“Democracy: Free and Fair Elections” into Thai participate in the country’s affairs are not relegat22
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IDP free from internal war

ed in the political quagmire of peace and reconciliation between warring political factions.
ANFREL internal discussion was for seeking and
supporting electoral equality for IDP voters in
Asia as they are citizens of the country and must
be able to fully exercise their universal franchise
upheld in the International Bill of Rights.
Safeguarding the security and welfare of these
internally displaced persons (IDPs) is the
responsibility first and foremost of their own
government. IDPs are entitled to the same set
of rights as non-displaced nationals, and for all
citizens this includes the right to political
participation. Around the world, however,
internally displaced persons face a number of
obstacles to exercising their right to vote.
COLLABORATIONS & ACTIVITIES
WITH OTHER ORGANIZATIONS
ANFREL-NDI Jakarta workshop
Member organizations of ANFREL had participated specific workshop in June 2009. The Executive
Director and ANFREL members were invited by
NDI-Indonesia to Jakarta for Parallel Vote Tabulations (PVTs) workshop which some call “Quick
counts” or “Sample based observations”. Twentyfour participants from Asian countries shared
their views and knowledge during 2nd – 4th June,
2009, most of the inputs in the workshop was provided by ANFREL’s members from Philippines
and Indonesia. The workshop was an example of
capacity building activities that could assist local

monitoring organizations understands the role of
PVTs and sharing their expertise on PVT planning and management.
International Democracy Day in Korea
September 15th, 2009 is the International Democracy Day, two board members had joined three
international conferences organized in the Republic of Korea between September 9 – 18, partly to
commemorate on this occasion, and also coincided with democratization movement in this region
led by Korean Democracy Foundation, Namhae
County, Initiative & Referendum Institute – Europe, Taiwan Foundation for Democracy, and
National Endowment for Democracy.
Seoul Democracy Forum was organized for 6080 participants from 18 countries to attend. Main
discussion was focused on the economic meltdown and political development toward democratization in the region.
Current political development in Asia was reflecting through the presentation delivered by key
speakers from participative countries followed by
wrap-ups of the day. Main concerns were made
on Burma’s general election 2009 which no one
hoped for political ease after the election. Detail
of this event is accessible at www.seouldemocracyforum2009.com
Global Forum on Modern Direct Democracy was
held between September 14-16, at Hiwon Village
and some 55-70 participants from 15 countries
23
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ANFREL board member from
Bangladesh addressed to
all representatives.
attended. This event was the continuum of last
year conference in Arau, Switzerland, and the
main objectives were to promote direct democracy through people’s initiative and referendum
to reduce the power of representative democracy
which was found to fail in many countries, including some countries in Asia. It noted with appreciation that some countries had already shown a
sign of development by exercising referendum,
such as referendum on school time in the southern
city and the UN membership of Taiwan, referendum on draft constitution in Thailand and Burma.
However initiative and referendum had to work
together in direct democracy movement. Local
initiative and referendum, if promoted, should be
free from national legislative body. In this conference, there was a cross continental between
Hiwon Village and the ‘Omnibus’, a DD mobile
promotion vehicle in Sarajevo. More details at
<www.iri-europe.org>

Pupils from 40 schools
visited ANFREL’s booth

of common interest and concerns to move forward
for the more public oriented democracy in Asia.
See the detail of Seoul Declaration on Democracy
and Economic and Social Justice at http://biennial.
wfda.net/?FID=14
Human Rights Day organized
on 14th December, 2009
To promote democracy and political rights, we
joined hands with the NHRC, Thailand to organize
the 2nd exhibition on 14th December in Bangkok,
at Government Centre’s Hall.
Pupil from about 40 schools and officials from
independent institutions, including the Election
Commission of Thailand and media came to visit
our booth, viewed our work and ask for publication. ANFREL had held second exhibition after
the first holding at Asian People Forum in Cha-am,
southern Thailand.

Working with IDEA, UNDP, CETRO
Third World Forum for Democratization in Asia and NAM-CSSTC
Biennial Conference was organized at Best West- A crucial meeting was held with IDEA (Andrew
ern Premier Seoul Garden Hotel. This event was Ellis and Adhy Aman) outlining the tentative
more interesting due to many issues were currently details about IDEA-ANFREL’s cooperation and
in hot spot, like Tibet, Burma, Tajik and problems the possibilities of holding a joint S.E. Asia workeffected people of ethnic minorities in Asia. Some shop. The clear picture came up when IDEA
160-210 participants representing leading NGOs visited ANFREL once again and met with UNDP,
and INGOs from 22 countries had registered to at- CETRO and NAM-CSSTC to discuss on organiztend this three day conference between September ing workshop for key electoral stakeholders on
16-18. The conference was concluded by passing Electoral Justice (EJ). The meeting at UN building
an adoption of the conference statement called on 19th November, 2009 was also discussed on the
‘Seoul Declaration’ highlighted on various issues possibility of future cooperation and collaborative
24
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EISA training kit &manual
actions, on a regional workshop. ANFREL is one
of the host organizations on Electoral Justice to be
held at the end of March 2010.
At the same month, there was International Seminar on Electoral Studies when the Republic Democratic of Timor-Leste (RDTL) Electoral management body called CNE (Commission National on
Election) for the first time initiated and hosted
an “International seminar on electoral studies”,
supported by EMBASSY OF SPANISH, AECID
AND UNDP. This event will be likely held annually in the future.
The debut was invited representative of the
electoral management bodies from South East
Asia and Latina American such as COMELEC
(Commission of Election)-The Philippines; SPR
(Suruhanjaya Pilihan Raya), Malaysia; Foreign
Minister of Indonesia; IFE (Independent Federal
of Election)-Mexican; ANFREL Foundation;
and also involved Timorese stakeholder such as
UNEST; STAE (Secretariat Technical Administration of Elections ; Minister of State Administration; DR. Mari Alkatiri, a former Prime Minister;
DR. Jose Reali-Adviser of the civil service commission; DR. Claudio Ximenes, President of the
court of appeal.

viding knowledge and inputs to strengthen country
democratic standards in the future, through sharing-case experiences from each country. ANFREL
shared its comparison on democracy and elections
across the Asian region.
Meanwhile the secretariat office had a chance to
discuss with representative from Initiative & Referendum Institute (IRI) when Mr. Sakool
Zuesongdham (board member) organized a meeting for Dr. Bruno Kaufmann from IRI to share
their idea and information about Direct Democracy on 30th November, 2009. The discussion on
Direct Democracy is another step to get people
involve directly on their country administration
and policy. IRI had also given a speech at Election Commission of Thailand.

Exchange program for EISA in South Africa
(21st October 2009)
Executive Director had visited the headquarters
of Electoral Institute of Southern Africa (EISA)
in Johannesburg. EISA has conducted some
work, which are similar to ANFREL activities.
They have been able to establish their branches
in four countries in Africa. Many publications for
research and training have been published for the
last ten years. Prior to this program, EISA members were invited to participate in our activities in
The venue had been acknowledge and open by the Asia which is Thailand, Nepal and Bangladesh.
President of RDTL, H.E. Ramos Horta and been Both sides have learnt many new ways of impleclosed by the Deputy of Prime Minister, Hon. Mr. menting their programs to reach each goal and we
Jose Luis Gutterres on behalf of Prime Minister of
the Republic. The seminar was effective in pro25
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Voters queuing

support more information about ANFREL’s
present and future activities.
• Maintained network and computer hardware at
Field work in Mozambique
ANFREL office
(22-29 October 2009)
The activities were part of an exchange program • Supported ANFREL mission on field in some
countries like Afghanistan Indonesia and Banwhere the ED was deployed to the border near
Zimbabwe to visit the city and remote area where gladesh in 2009
the ruling party. The election in Mozambique was • Set up a new back up for the hardware system
and program for ANFREL office
on 28th October, 2009.
• Set up VOIP phone in office and at observation
field to facilitate safe and economic international
Field work in Mozambique
phone calls
(22-29 October 2009)
The activities were part of an exchange program • Set up GPRS and 3G for mobile internet to be
where the ED shared her opinion and knowledge used in remote area during observation mission
on election observation. The ED helped EISA to in some countries
• Supported and created the layout for ANFREL
prepare power point presentation and recommendations. The election in Mozambique was mission reports and documents
• Setup the new ANFREL E-mail server to use
on
Google application for display photo and docu28th October, 2009.
ments
share our knowledge and information.

Information Communication Technology
(ICT)
Information Communication Technology (ICT)
section provides technological and software
support to ANFREL missions and in its ongoing
program activities. The section helps to promote
ANFREL’s work by publishing information on
the website, compiling election resources and
creating a database for ANFREL work such as
collecting observation information.
Previous Activities
• Developing the new layout of the website to

Future Activities Plan
• ANFREL website will support multimedia
like VDO training streaming, VDO on demand,
Video conference and Video training and campaign
• New website to upload election information
and country profile for Asian region
• New observer database and network to collect
ANFREL observer information and communicate with them by social network on website
• Set up file transfer on website (FTP) to collect
all election information of all Asian countries
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Website layout

Website visitor stats

Visitor
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ANFREL
Organogram:
Effective January
2010
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Admin &
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CB Divisio
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go to
ANFREL
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